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The properties of the B-B decomposition, induced by any algebraic action of the
multiplicative group on a nonsingular complete variety X, are obtained in a new
elementary way, strictly from equations defining X locally in an affine space.
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For any algebraic action of the multiplicative group on a nonsingular
complete variety X, A. Biaøynicki-Birula has defined a decomposition of
 w x.X, now called the B-B decomposition see 2 . Using properties of the
local rings of X at the fixed points, he proved that the decomposition has
 .some good properties see Theorem below . There exists also a proof by
w xW. Hesselink 6, Theorem 5.8 of a slightly more general statement. Here
 .we present a new, simple and more constructive proof. Instead of local
rings we deal here with equations defining X locally in some affine
.space . To embed X locally in an affine space we apply the known
w xtheorem of H. Sumihiro 8, Corollary 2 . Another fact that we use is the
complete reducibility of representations of the multiplicative group. Except
for these the proof is elementary.
Let X be a complete nonsingular algebraic variety defined over an
algebraically closed field k. Denote the multiplicative group of k by T.
Assume that T acts algebraically on X. Let F , . . . , F denote the con-1 r
nected components of the fixed point set X T. For any point x g X, let
 .f t s tx g X. Then, since X is complete, f extends to a morphismx x
1f : P ª X ,x
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T  w x.thus defining two limit points lim tx, lim tx g X see 1 byt ª 0 t ª`
lim tx s f 0 , lim tx s f ` . .  .t ª 0 x t ª` x
The action of T on X induces two decompositions called the ``q'' and
.``y'' B-B-decompositions of X into a disjoint union of T-invariant sub-
sets. Namely, for each i s 1, . . . , r, we set
Xq s x g X : lim tx g F and Xy s x g X : lim tx g F . 5  5i i i i
tª0 tª`
We shall formulate and prove results for the ``q'' decomposition. Ana-
loguous results hold for the ``y'' decomposition.
 w x.THEOREM Biaøynicki-Birula 2, Theorem 4.3 . In the abo¨e notation
 .  .1 the F are nonsingular hence irreducible for i s 1, . . . , r,i
 w x w x.J. Fogarty 4, 5 , B. I¨ersen 7 ,
 . q q q2 X is T-in¨ariant and X > F for i s 1, . . . , r, X s X ji i i 1
??? j Xq , Xq l Xq s B for i / j,r i j
 . q3 X is locally closed for e¨ery i,i
 . q  .4 p : X ª F defined by p x s lim tx is a morphism for eachi i i i t ª 0
i s 1, . . . , r,
 . q5 for each i the map p : X ª F is a locally tri¨ ial algebraici i i
fibration with affine spaces as fibres.
Proof. The main tools we shall use are
 . w xA The theorem of Sumihiro 8, Corollary 2 : If X is a normal
algebraic variety with an action of T , then for each point x g X there
exists an open affine T-invariant neighbourhood U of x in X. U can be
embedded in an equivariant way as a closed subvariety in some vector
space with a linear action of T.
 .B Every algebraic representation of T is completely reducible, i.e.,
 w x.may be diagonalized with respect to some basis see, e.g., 3, 8.5 .
 .Let P be any fixed point of X. By A , there exists a T-invariant open
neighbourhood U of p in X and a closed equivariant embedding of U inp p
a vector space V with a linear action r of T. We choose such an
embedding and identify U with its image in V. Of course, we may assumep
 .that p s 0 g V. By B , V decomposes into a direct sum of T-eigenspaces
V s m V , such that T acts on V with weight m, i.e.,m mm g Z
 . m  4by r t, ¨ s t ¨. For each m such that V / 0 , we choose a system ofm
coordinates x , x , . . . , x on V , where r s dim V . These coor-m , 1 m , 2 m , r m m mm
dinates extend in a natural way to coordinates on V, and we shall use for
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them the same notation. Recall that a polynomial f on V is called
  .. n  .quasi-homogeneous of weight n iff F r t, ¨ s t f ¨ for all t g T ,
¨ g V. In particular, the chosen coordinates are quasi-homogeneous and
x is of weight m for each j.m , j
We start proving the assertion of the theorem.
 .1 U is given in V by a number of quasi-homogeneous polynomialp
 .equations. This follows from B applied to the representation of T in the
algebra of polynomials on V which is finitely generated as a k-algebra and
w x  .is a union of T-invariant finite-dimensional subspaces 3, 1.9 , so B may
.  .be applied . We choose such equations and denote them g x s 0,i, j
where each g is quasi-homogeneous of weight i. Since U is nonsingular,i, j p
it is given in a neighbourhood of 0 g V by some of these equations with
linearly independent linear parts. Write g s L q h , where L is thei, j i, j i, j i, j
linear part of g . Then L is a linear form in the coordinates of weight i.i, j i, j
By a suitable change of coordinates in each V separately, so the diagonali
.form of the action is preserved we may change L to the form L s x .i, j i, j i, j
Thus, we shall assume that U is given in a neighbourhood of zero by ap
system of equations
x q h x s 0 for some i , j, a .  .i , j i , j
say for all i and 0 - j - p , where the p satisfy 0 - p F r q 1, and wherei i i i
each h is quasi-homogeneous of weight i and without linear terms. Leti, j
  . 4us notice that V s ¨ g V: x ¨ s 0 for i / 0 and that this is the set0 i, j
of fixed points in V. Hence the set U T of fixed points in U is U T s U l V .p p p p 0
Thus U T is the zero set in V of the system of equationsp 0
gT s 0 for 0 - j - p , a1 .0, j 0
T  .where g s g 0, . . . , 0, x , x , . . . , x , 0, . . . , 0 for every j. The0, j 0, j 0,1 0, 2 0, r0
 .  .system a1 is obtained from a by substituting x s 0 for all weightsi, j
i / 0. We see that only the equations of weight 0 did not vanish and that
their linear parts remained linearly independent. It follows that U T isp
nonsingular in a neighbourhood of p. Since p was chosen arbitrarily, X T
is nonsingular.
 . q2 This follows immediately from the definition of X .i
 .  . T3 and 4 Let us choose a connected component F of X . Asi
before we choose p g F and U 2 p, U ; V. We assume also thati p p
U l f s B for j / i. Letp j
Vqs V s ¨ g V : lim t¨ exists in V[  5m
tª0mG0
s ¨ g V : x ¨ s 0 for i - 0 , . 4i , j
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and let Uq s U l Vq. Of course, Uq is closed in U . In the same way asp p p p
above we prove that it is nonsingular and hence irreducible. Namely, Uq isp
given in a neighbourhood of 0 in Vq by the system of equations
gq x s 0 for i G 0 and 0 - j - p , a2 .  .i , j i
q  .  .where g s g 0, . . . , 0, x , x , . . . , x x , . . . for every j, i.e., a2i, j i, j 0, 1 0, 2 0, r 1, 10
 .is obtained from a by substituting x s 0 for all weights i - 0. Asi, j
before, the non-zero equations obtained in this way have linearly indepen-
dent linear parts. Hence Uq is nonsingular at p. Since the set of singularp
points in Uq is closed and T-invariant, it is enough to check the nonsingu-p
larity only at fixed points. It follows that Uq is nonsingular.
< q q TWe see also that p [ p : U ª U is a morphism, since thisUp i p pp
is restriction of the projection Vqª V . Now we shall prove that Uq s0 p
U l Xq.p i
We may cover Xq by the sets Uq , p g F . For p, q g F we havei p i i
q q  T T 4 TU l U s x g X : lim tx g U l U . Since U is open in F , thenp q t ª 0 p q p i
the intersection U T l U T is open in U T and in U T, and since p and pp q p q p q
q q y1 T T . y1 T T .are morphisms, U l U s p U l U s p U l U is open inp q p p q q p q
Uq and in Uq. Since Uq and Uq are irreducible and intersect each otherp q p q
along an open subset, Xq is irreducible.i
For any pair of topological spaces Y ; Z we denote the closure of Y in
Z q q qZ by Y . Since X is irreducible, U is dense in X . Therefore we havei p i
U X Xpq q q qU l X ;U l X s U l X s U l Up i p i p i p p
Upq q qs U l U s U ; U l X .p p p p i
Therefore Uq s U l Xq. It follows that Xq is locally closed in X andp p i i
that the map p is a morphism.i
 .5 This means that every point p g F has a neighbourhood W ini p
y1 .F such that p W is equivariantly isomorphic to the product W = Y ,i i p p i
 . qwhere Y is a vector space of dimension d i s dim X y dim F and thei i i
T-action on W = Y is induced by the trivial action on W and a linearp i p
action on Y . As before we choose p and identify its neighbourhood Ui p
with a closed subset of an affine space V. Let us recall that
U s x g V : g x s 0 for all i and 0 - j - p , . 4p i , j i
U T s x g V : g 0 x s 0 for i s 0 and 0 - j - p , . 4p 0 i , j 0
Uq s x g Vq: gq x s 0 for all i G 0 and 0 - j - p , . 4p i , j i
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and that the linear part of each non-zero g , g 0 , and gq is x . Hencei, j i, j i, j i, j
 .the corresponding tangent spaces are we identify here T V with V, etc.p
T U s x g V : x x s 0 for all i and 0 - j - p , . 4p p i , j i
T U T s x g V : x x s 0 for i s 0 and 0 - j - p , . 4p p 0 i , j i
T Uq s x g Vq: x x s 0 for i G 0 and 0 - j - p . . 4p p i , j i
Let S be the subspace spanned by the axes corresponding to x , . . . , x ,1, p 1, r1 1
x , . . . , x , x , . . . , i.e., to those x with i ) 0 that do not occur as2, p 2, r 3, p i, j2 2 3
linear parts of the equations defining Uq. Then T Uq s T U T [ S.p p p p p
There is a natural T-equivariant projection P: Uq ª U T = S, namelyp p
P x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x , x , . . . .0,1 0, r 1, 1 1, r 2, 1 2, r 3, p0 1 2 3
s x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x , x , . . . . .0, 1 0, r 1, p 1, r 2, p 2, r 3, p0 1 1 2 2 3
We shall now prove that for some neighbourhood W of p in U T,p p
< y1 y1P : p W ª W = S .p W . i p pi p
is an isomorphism.
y1  . TTo construct P means that for each point u, s g U = S, find ap
q  .  .point z g U such that P z s u, s and show that z is unique and itsp
 .coordinates are regular functions in the coordinates of u, s . We shall do
this for u from some neighbourhood W of p.p
 .  . q  .Notice that if P z s u, s , z g U , then the coordinates x z mustp i, j
satisfy
x z s 0 if i - 0, .i , j
x z s x u if i s 0, .  .i , j i , j
x z s x s if i - 0 and p F j F r . .  .i , j i , j i i
 .  .We shall calculate the missing coordinates x z from the system a2 ofi, j
equations
gq z s x z q hq z s 0 .  .  .i , j i , j i , j
defining Uq. We use induction on the weight i.p
 .Since we already know all coordinates x z of weight 0, it is enough toi, j
prove the inductive step. So, assume that we have already found a
T neighbourhood W of 0 in V and for all u g W l U and for allky1 0 ky1 p
.  .s g S calculated the coordinates x z with i - k. To compute thei, j
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  .  ..missing coordinates of z of weight k, i.e., x z , . . . , x z let usk , 1 k , p y1k
consider the equations
gq z s 0 for 0 - j - p . .k , j k
Since all weights in Vq are non-negative and the polynomials gq are ofk , j
weight k, the coordinates of weight k can occur in gq only in degree one.k , j
q  .Therefore the g z s 0 form a system of equations which are lineark , j
 .  .with respect to the coordinates x z , . . . , x z that we are going tok , 1 k , p y1k
compute. The coefficients are polynomials in the coordinates of weight 0
and the constant terms are polynomials in the coordinates of weights less
than k and the coordinates of weight k, which values we already know.
 .Let M s M x , . . . , x be the matrix of coefficients and let B s0, 1 0, r0
 .B x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x , . . . , x be the column of constants, i.e.,0, 1 0, r 1, p k , p k , r0 1 k k
q  .we write g z s 0 in the formk , j
xk , 1
..M s B.. 0xk , p y1k
 .Then M is a regular function in x , . . . , x and M 0, . . . , 0 is the0, 1 0, r0
 qidentity matrix here we are using the fact that the linear part of g isk , j
.x . Hence the equations of this system are linearly independent for allk , j
 .x , . . . , x in some neighbourhood W of zero in V . We can then solve0, 1 0, r 00
this system in W. The solution is unique and depends regularly on
x , . . . , x . Denote W l W by W . We have proved that for u g W0, 1 0, r ky1 k k0T q  .  .l U and for s g S there exists a unique z g U such that P z s u, s .p p
Since in Vq there are only finitely many coordinates, the procedure must
stop. As W we take the intersection of all neighbourhoods W . Thisp k
 .completes the proof of 5 and hence of the theorem.
  4.In the case of the isolated fixed point F s p , the last assertion of thei
theorem says that Xq is isomorphic to a vector space. In our proof wei
found a concrete isomorphism, thus the following formulation is slightly
 .more general than 5 in the theorem.
Remark. Let T act on a vector space V with all weights positive or all
.negative . Denote the only fixed point in V by p. Let U be a closed
T-invariant nonsingular subvariety in V and let R be a T-invariant comple-
ment to T U in V. Then the projection P: V s R [ T U ª T U inducesp p p
an isomorphism of U and T U.p
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